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Abstract—Identifying statistical dependence between the features and the label is a fundamental problem in supervised learning. This
paper presents a framework for estimating dependence between numerical features and a categorical label using generalized Gini
distance, an energy distance in reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS). Two Gini distance based dependence measures are
explored: Gini distance covariance and Gini distance correlation. Unlike Pearson covariance and correlation, which do not characterize
independence, the above Gini distance based measures define dependence as well as independence of random variables. The test
statistics are simple to calculate and do not require probability density estimation. Uniform convergence bounds and asymptotic
bounds are derived for the test statistics. Comparisons with distance covariance statistics are provided. It is shown that Gini distance
statistics converge faster than distance covariance statistics in the uniform convergence bounds, hence tighter upper bounds on both
Type I and Type II errors. Moreover, the probability of Gini distance covariance statistic under-performing the distance covariance
statistic in Type II error decreases to 0 exponentially with the increase of the sample size. Extensive experimental results are presented
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Energy distance, feature selection, Gini distance covariance, Gini distance correlation, distance covariance,
reproducing kernel Hilbert space, dependence test, supervised learning.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
BUILDING a prediction model from observations of fea-tures and responses (or labels) is a well-studied problem
in machine learning and statistics. The problem becomes
particularly challenging in a high dimensional feature space.
A common practice in tackling this challenge is to reduce the
number of features under consideration, which is in general
achieved via feature combination or feature selection.
Feature combination refers to combining high dimen-
sional inputs into a smaller set of features via a lin-
ear or nonlinear transformation, e.g. principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [32], independent component analysis
(ICA) [16], curvilinear components analysis [20], multidi-
mensional scaling (MDS) [76], nonnegative matrix factor-
ization (NMF) [43], Isomap [75], locally linear embedding
(LLE) [58], Laplacian eigenmaps [6], stochastic neighbor
embedding (SNE) [30], etc. Feature selection, also known
as variable selection, aims at choosing a subset of features
that is “relevant” to the response variable [9], [37], [38]. The
work proposed in this article belongs to feature selection.
Next, we review work most related to ours. For a more
comprehensive survey of this subject, the reader is referred
to [27], [28], [46], [85].
1.1 Related Work
With a common goal of improving the generalization per-
formance of the prediction model and providing a better
interpretation of the underlying process, all feature selection
methods are built around the concepts of feature relevance
and feature redundancy.
• S. Zhang, D. Wilkins, and Y. Chen are with the Department of Computer
and Information Science. X. Dang and D. Nguyen are with the Depart-
ment of Mathematics, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677,
USA. E-mail: {szhang6,xdang,dxnguyen,dwilkins,yixin}@olemiss.edu
1.1.1 Feature Relevance
The concept of relevance has been studied in many fields
outside machine learning and statistics [31]. In the context
of feature selection, John et al. [37] defined feature relevance
via a probabilistic interpretation where a feature and the
response variable are irrelevant if and only if they are con-
ditionally independent given any subset of features. Follow-
ing this definition, Nilsson et al. [53] investigated distribu-
tions under which an optimal classifier can be trained over a
minimal number of features. Although the above definition
of relevance characterizes the statistical dependence, testing
the conditional dependence is in general a challenge for
continuous random variables.
Significant amount of efforts have been devoted to find-
ing a good trade-off between theoretical rigor and practical
feasibility in defining dependence measures. Pearson Cor-
relation [55] based methods are among the most popular
approaches. Stoppiglia et al. [67] proposed a method for
linear models using the squared cosine of the angle between
a feature and the response variable. Wei and Billings [83]
used a squared correlation function to measure dependence
between features. Fan and Lv [23] proposed a correlation
ranking method for variable selection within the context
of linear models. The method was extended in [24] to
handle feature selection in generalized linear models and
binary classification. Pearson correlation and its variations
are in general straightforward to implement. However, it is
sensitive only to linear dependence between two variables.
Specifically, Pearson correlation can be zero for dependent
random variables.
Other correlation measures have been developed to ad-
dress the above limitation, among which divergence based
approaches have been investigated extensively [5]. In [35],
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Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence was used to define the
distance between class conditional density functions. A
feature subset is chosen to maximize the distance. In [54],
features were selected to maximize class separability, which
was defined using a variation of the KL divergence. Javed
et al. [36] proposed a feature importance function based on
KL distance between the joint distribution of a feature and
the response variable and their product distribution. In [78],
the dependence between a feature and the target variable is
defined as the ratio of the mutual information between them
to the entropy of the target variable. Zhai et al. [91] applied
normalized mutual information to filter out noncontributing
features. Maji and Pal [48] introduced a mutual information
measure for two fuzzy attribute sets. In [62], Sindhwani et al.
presented a method that maximizes the mutual information
between the class labels and classifier output. Naghibi et
al. [52] considered mutual information between features and
class labels in a parallel search algorithm.
As mutual information is hard to evaluate, several al-
ternatives have been suggested. Kwak and Choi discussed
the limitations of mutual information and proposed two
approximation methods [41], [42]. Chow and Huang intro-
duced an estimator for mutual information using pruned
Parzen window estimator and quadratic mutual informa-
tion [15]. Peng et al. presented a max-relevance criterion that
approximates mutual information between a feature vector
and the class label with the sum of the mutual information
between individual features and the label [56]. This avoided
estimating high-dimensional joint probability. Lefakis and
Fleuret proposed a method to maximize bounds on and
approximations to the mutual information between the se-
lected features and the class label [44]. In [21], Ding et al.
proposed a robust copula dependence (RCD) measure based
on the L1 distance of the coupla density from uniform.
Theoretical supports were provided to show that RCD is
easier to estimate than mutual information.
The above divergence based approaches treat linear and
nonlinear dependence under the same framework. There
has been researched on tackling nonlinear dependence via
linearization. For example, Song et al. used Hilbert-Schmidt
Independence Criterion (HISC) to characterize the feature-
label dependence. HISC defines cross-covariance in a re-
producing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [66]. Sun et al. [68]
transformed a nonlinear problem into a set of locally linear
problems, for which feature weights were learned via mar-
gin maximization. Armanfard et al. [1] proposed a method
to associate an “optimal” feature subset to regions of the
sample space. Yao et al. [87] introduced a feature sparsity
score that measures the local structure of each feature.
1.1.2 Feature Redundancy
Although one may argue that all features dependent on the
response variable are informative, redundant features un-
necessarily increase the dimensionality of the learning prob-
lem, hence may reduce the generalization performance [88].
Eliminating feature redundancy is, therefore, an essential
step in feature selection [56].
Several methods were proposed to reduce redundancy
explicitly via a feature dependence measure. Mitra et al. [51]
formulated feature selection as a feature clustering problem.
Through a dependence measure, features are partitioned
into clusters of high within-group dependence and low
between-group dependence. Redundant features are then
removed iteratively from each cluster. Wang et al. [82]
adopted a two-step procedure where important (but re-
dundant) features were chosen according to a relevance
measure, a forward selection search was then applied to
reduce redundancy. In [7], feature redundancy is defined
via mutual information between two features. A maximum
spanning tree is constructed to eliminate redundancy. Tuv
et al. [77] augmented data with artificial features that were
independent of the response variable. All features were
ranked by an extended random forest method [10]. Redun-
dant features were then removed based on the ranking of
artificial features. Wu et al. [84] applied a Markov blanket to
remove redundant features from streaming data.
There are many methods that formulate feature selection
as an optimization problem where redundancy reduction
is implicitly achieved via optimizing an objective function.
For example, Shah et al. [61] integrated redundancy control
into learning a conjunction of decision stumps, for which
theoretical performance bounds were derived. Chakraborty
and Pal [13] introduced a learning algorithm for multi-
layer neural networks where the error function included a
penalty term associated with feature dependence. Feature
redundancy is controlled by minimizing the error function.
Yang and Hu [86] proposed a method that selects a subset of
feature by minimizing an estimated Bayes error. In [40], fea-
ture selection was combined with classifier learning under
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework. A heavy-tailed
prior was adopted to promote feature sparsity. He et al. [29]
developed an algorithm based on Laplacian regularized
least squares model. Features were chosen to minimize the
“size” of the covariance matrix and the expected prediction
error. In [17], the parameters of a mixture model, the number
of components, and saliency of features were optimized
simultaneously. Zhao et al. [90] proposed a method to select
features that preserve sample similarity. The method is able
to remove redundant features.
Class separation has been widely used as an objective
function in redundancy reduction. Bressan and Vitria` [11]
showed that under the assumption of class-conditional inde-
pendence, class separability was simplified to a sum of one
dimensional KL divergence. Feature selection is performed
via ICA. Wang [81] introduced a class separability criterion
in RKHS. Feature selection is achieved by maximizing the
criterion. Zhou et al. [92] showed that maximizing scatter-
matrix based class separability may select discriminative
yet redundant features. They proposed a redundancy con-
strained optimization to address the issue. Cheng et al. [14]
proposed to select the most discriminative feature for classi-
fication problems. This led to an optimization problem with
maximizing the class separations as the objective.
Optimal feature subset selection was investigated under
certain optimization formulations. For example, in [65] a
special class of monotonic feature selection criterion func-
tions was considered. Branch and Bound algorithms were
developed to search for an optimal feature subset. Under
general conditions, however, a popular practice is to include
a regularization term in the optimization to control the
sparsity of the solution. Mao and Tsang [49] proposed a
weighted 1-norm regularizer that favors sparse solutions.
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Damodaran et al. [18] used HISC in a LASSO optimization
framework. Wang et al. [79] investigated sparsity regulariza-
tion for feature selection under an online learning scenario
where a small and fixed number of features were main-
tained. Feature selection for multimodal data was studied
in [80]. Multimodal data was projected to a common sub-
space. The projection and feature selection were obtained
simultaneously by solving an optimization problem. Zeng
and Cheung [89] applied a sparse-promoting penalty in
learning feature weights in an unsupervised setting. Ren
et al. [57] investigated feature selection using a generalized
LASSO model. In [3] the idea of annealing was combined
with feature selection using a sparsity favoring loss func-
tion. The method gradually removes the most irrelevant
features.
1.2 An Overview of the Proposed Approach
For problems of large scale (large sample size and/or
high feature dimension), feature selection is commonly per-
formed in two steps. A subset of candidate features are first
identified via a screening [23] (or a filtering [28]) process
based upon a predefined “importance” measure that can be
calculated efficiently. The final collection of features are then
chosen from the candidate set by solving an optimization
problem. Usually, this second step is computationally more
expensive than the first step. Hence for problems with
very high feature dimension, identifying a subset of “good”
candidate features, thus reducing the computational cost of
the subsequent optimization algorithm, is essential.
The work presented in this article aims at improving the
feature screening process via a new dependence measure.
Sze´kely et al. [71], [72] introduced distance covariance and
distance correlation, which extended the classical bivari-
ate product-moment covariance and correlation to random
vectors of arbitrary dimension. Distance covariance (and
distance correlation) characterizes independence: it is zero
if and only if the two random vectors are independent.
Moreover, the corresponding statistics are simple to calcu-
late and do not require estimating the distribution function
of the random vectors. These properties make distance
covariance and distance correlation particularly appealing
to the dependence test, which is a crucial component in
feature selection [8], [45].
Although distance covariance and distance correlation
can be extended to handle categorical variables using a
metric space embedding [47], Gini distance covariance and
Gini distance correlation [19] provide a natural alternative
to measuring dependence between a numerical random
vector and a categorical random variable. In this article,
we investigate selecting informative features for supervised
learning problems with numerical features and a categorical
response variable using Gini distance covariance and Gini
distance correlation. The contributions of this paper are
given as follows:
• Generalized Gini distance covariance and Gini distance
correlation. We extend Gini distance covariance and
Gini distance correlation to RKHS via positive def-
inite kernels. The choice of kernel not only brings
flexibility to the dependence tests, but also makes it
easier to derive theoretical performance bounds on
the tests.
• Simple dependence tests. Gini distance statistics are
simple to calculate. We prove that when there is
dependence between the feature vector and the re-
sponse variable, the probability of Gini distance co-
variance statistic under-performing distance covari-
ance statistic approaches 0 with the growth of the
sample size.
• Uniform convergence bounds and asymptotic analysis.
Under the bounded kernel assumption, we derive
uniform convergence bounds for both Type I and
Type II errors. Compared with distance covariance
and distance correlation statistics, the bounds for
Gini distance statistics are tighter. Asymptotic analy-
sis is also presented.
1.3 Outline of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
motivates Gini distance covariance and Gini distance corre-
lation from energy distance. We then extend them to RKHS
and present a connection between generalized Gini distance
covariance and generalized distance covariance. Section 3
provides estimators of Gini distance covariance and Gini
distance correlation. Dependence tests are developed using
these estimators. We derive uniform convergence bounds
for both Type I and Type II errors of the dependence tests.
In Section 3.3 we present connections with dependence tests
using distance covariance. Asymptotic results are given in
Section 3.4. We discuss several algorithmic issues in Sec-
tion 4. In Section 5, we explain the extensive experimental
studies conducted and demonstrate the results. We conclude
and discuss possible future work in Section 6.
2 GINI DISTANCE COVARIANCE AND CORRELA-
TION
In this section, we first present a brief review of the energy
distance. As an instance of the energy distance, Gini distance
covariance is introduced to measure dependence between
numerical and categorical random variables. Gini distance
covariance and correlation are then generalized to reproduc-
ing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) to facilitate convergence
analysis in Section 3. Connections with distance covariance
are also discussed.
2.1 Energy Distance
Energy distance was first introduced in [4], [69], [70] as
a measure of statistical distance between two probability
distributions with finite first order moments. The energy
distance between the q-dimensional independent random
variables X and Y is defined as [73]
E(X,Y ) = 2E|X − Y |q − E|X −X ′|q − E|Y − Y ′|q, (1)
where | · |q is the Euclidean norm in Rq , E|X|q+E|Y |q <∞,
X ′ is an iid copy of X , and Y ′ is an iid copy of Y .
Energy distance has many interesting properties. It is
scale equivariant: for any a ∈ R,
E(aX, aY ) = |a|E(X,Y ).
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It is rotation invariant: for any rotation matrix R ∈ Rq×q
E(RX,RY ) = E(X,Y ).
Test statistics of an energy distance are in general relatively
simple to calculate and do not require density estimation
(Section 3). Most importantly, as shown in [70], if ϕX and
ϕY are the characteristic functions of X and Y , respectively,
the energy distance (1) can be equivalently written as
E(X,Y ) = c(q)
∫
Rq
[ϕX(x)− ϕY (x)]2
|x|q+1q
dx, (2)
where c(q) > 0 is a constant only depending on q. Thus
E ≥ 0 with equality to zero if and only if X and Y are
identically distributed. The above properties make energy
distance especially appealing to testing identical distribu-
tions (or dependence).
2.2 Gini Distance Covariance and Gini Distance Corre-
lation
Gini distance covariance was proposed in [19] to measure
dependence between a numerical random variable X ∈ Rq
from function F (cumulative distribution function, CDF)
and a categorical variable Y with K values L1, ..., LK . If
we assume the categorical distribution PY of Y is Pr(Y =
Lk) = pk and the conditional distribution of X given
Y = Lk is Fk, the marginal distribution of X is
F (x) =
K∑
k=1
pkFk(x).
When the conditional distribution of X given Y is the same
as the marginal distribution ofX ,X and Y are independent,
i.e., there is no correlation between them. However, when
they are dependent, i.e., F 6= Fk for some k, the depen-
dence can be measured through the difference between the
marginal distribution F and conditional distribution Fk.
This difference is measured by Gini distance covariance,
gCov(X,Y ), which is defined as the expected weighted L2
distance between characteristic functions of the conditional
and marginal distribution (if the expectation is finite):
gCov(X,Y ) := c(q)
K∑
k=1
pk
∫
Rq
[ϕk(x)− ϕ(x)]2
|x|q+1q
dx,
where c(q) is the same constant as in (2), ϕk and ϕ are
the characteristic functions for the conditional distribution
Fk and marginal distribution F , respectively. It follows
immediately that gCov(X,Y ) = 0 mutually implies inde-
pendence between X and Y . Based on (1) and (2), the Gini
distance covariance is clearly a weighted energy distance,
hence can be equivalently defined as
gCov(X,Y )
=
K∑
k=1
pk
[
2E|Xk −X|q − E|Xk −Xk′|q − E|X −X ′|q
]
,
(3)
where (Xk, Xk
′) and (X,X ′) are independent pair variables
from Fk and F , respectively.
Gini distance covariance can be standardized to have a
range of [0, 1], a desired property for a correlation measure.
The resulting measure is called Gini distance correlation,
denoted by gCor(X,Y ), which is defined as
gCor(X,Y )
=
∑K
k=1 pk
[
2E|Xk −X|q − E|Xk −Xk′|q − E|X −X ′|q
]
E|X −X ′|q .
(4)
provided that E|X|q + E|Xk|q < ∞ and F is not a de-
generate distribution. Gini distance correlation satisfies the
following properties [19] .
1) 0 ≤ gCor(X,Y ) ≤ 1.
2) gCor(X,Y ) = 0 if and only if X and Y are inde-
pendent.
3) gCor(X,Y ) = 1 if and only if Fk is a single point
mass distribution almost surely for all k = 1, ...,K .
4) gCor(aRX + b, Y ) = gCor(X,Y ) for all a 6= 0,
b ∈ Rq , and any orthonormal matrix R ∈ Rq×q .
Property 2 are especially useful in testing dependence.
2.3 Gini Distance Statistics in RKHS
Energy distance based statistics naturally generalizes from
a Euclidean space to metric spaces [47]. By using a pos-
itive definite kernel (Mercer kernel) [50], distributions are
mapped into a RKHS [64] with a kernel induced distance.
Hence one can extend energy distances to a much richer
family of statistics defined in RKHS [59]. Let κ : Rq × Rq →
R be a Mercer kernel [50]. There is an associated RKHS Hκ
of real functions on Rq with reproducing kernel κ, where
the function d : Rq × Rq → R defines a distance in Hκ,
dκ(x, x
′) =
√
κ(x, x) + κ(x′, x′)− 2κ(x, x′). (5)
Hence Gini distance covariance and Gini distance correla-
tion are generalized to RKHS, Hκ, as
gCovκ(X,Y )
=
K∑
k=1
pk
[
2Edκ(Xk, X)− Edκ(Xk, Xk′)− Edκ(X,X ′)
]
,
(6)
gCorκ(X,Y )
=
∑K
k=1 pk
[
2Edκ(Xk, X)− Edκ(Xk, Xk′)− Edκ(X,X ′)
]
Edκ(X,X ′)
.
(7)
The choice of kernels allows one to design various tests. In
this paper, we focus on bounded translation and rotation
invariant kernels. Our choice is based on the following
considerations:
1) The boundedness of a positive definite kernel im-
plies the boundedness of the distance in RKHS,
which makes it easier to derive strong (exponential)
convergence inequalities based on bounded devia-
tions (discussed in Section 3);
2) Translation and rotation invariance is an important
property to have for testing of dependence.
Same as in Rq , Gini distance covariance and Gini dis-
tance correlation in RKHS also characterize independence,
i.e., gCovκ(X,Y ) = 0 and gCorκ(X,Y ) = 0 if and only if
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X and Y are independent. This is derived as the following
from the connection between Gini distance covariance and
distance covariance in RKHS. Distance covariance was in-
troduced in [71] as a dependence measure between random
variables X ∈ Rp and Y ∈ Rq . If X and Y are embedded
into RKHS’s induced by κX and κY , respectively, the gen-
eralized distance covariance of X and Y is [59]:
dCovκX ,κY (X,Y )
= EdκX (X,X
′)dκY (Y, Y
′) + EdκX (X,X
′)EdκY (Y, Y
′)
− 2E [EX′dκX (X,X ′)EY ′dκY (Y, Y ′)] . (8)
In the case of Y being categorical, one may embed it
using a set difference kernel κY ,
κY (y, y
′) =
{
1
2 if y = y
′,
0 otherwise.
(9)
This is equivalent to embedding Y as a simplex with edges
of unit length [47], i.e., Lk is represented by aK dimensional
vector of all zeros except its k-th dimension, which has the
value
√
2
2 . The distance induced by κY is called the set
distance, i.e., dκY (y, y
′) = 0 if y = y′ and 1 otherwise.
Using the set distance, we have the following results on the
generalized distance covariance between a numerical and a
categorical random variable.
Lemma 1. Suppose that X ∈ Rq is from distribution F and Y is
a categorical variable with K values L1, ..., LK . The categorical
distribution PY of Y is P (Y = Lk) = pk and the conditional
distribution of X given Y = Lk is Fk, the marginal distribution
of X is F (x) =
∑K
k=1 pkFk(x). Let κX : R
q × Rq → R be
a Mercer kernel and κY a set difference kernel. The generalized
distance covariance dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) is equivalent to
dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) := dCovκX (X,Y )
=
K∑
k=1
p2k
[
2EdκX (Xk, X)− EdκX (Xk, Xk′)− EdκX (X,X ′)
]
.
(10)
From (6) and (10), it is clear that the generalized Gini
covariance is always larger than or equal to the generalized
distance covariance under the set difference kernel and the
same κX , i.e., 1
gCovκX (X,Y ) ≥ dCovκX (X,Y ) (11)
where they are equal if and only if both are 0, i.e., X and
Y are independent. This yields the following theorem. The
proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix ??.
Theorem 2. For any bounded Mercer kernel κ : Rq × Rq → R,
gCovκ(X,Y ) = 0 if and only if X and Y are independent. The
same result holds for gCorκ(X,Y ) assuming that the marginal
distribution of X is not degenerate.
Proof. The proof of the sufficient part for gCovκ(X,Y ) is
immediate from the definition (6). The inequality (11) sug-
gests that dCovκ = 0 when gCovκ = 0. Hence the proof of
the necessary part is complete if we show that dCovκ = 0
implies independence. This is proven as the following.
1. The inequality holds for Gini covariance and distance covariance
as well, i.e., gCov(X,Y ) ≥ dCov(X,Y ) where X ∈ Rd and Y is
categorical. The notations of gCovκX (X,Y ) and gCovκ(X,Y ) are used
interchangeably with both κX and κ representing a Mercer kernel.
Let X and Y be the RKHS induced by κ and the
set difference kernel (9), respectively, with the associated
distance metrics defined according to (5). X and Y are
both separable Hilbert spaces [2], [12] as they each have a
countable set of orthonormal basis [50]. Hence X and Y are
of strong negative type (Theorem 3.16 in [47]). Because the
metrics on X and Y are bounded, the marginals of (X,Y )
on X × Y have finite first moment in the sense defined
in [47]. Therefore, dCovκ(X,Y ) = 0 implies that X and
Y are independent (Theorem 3.11 [47]).
Finally, the proof for gCorκ(X,Y ) follows from the
above and the condition that X is not degenerate.
In the remainder of the paper, unless noted otherwise,
we use the default distance function 2
dκ(x, x
′) =
√
1− e−
|x−x′|2q
σ2 ,
induced by a weighted Gaussian kernel, κ(x, x′) =
1
2e
− |x−x
′|2q
σ2 . It is immediate that the above distance function
is translation and rotation invariant and is bounded with
the range [0, 1). Moreover, using Taylor expansion, it is not
difficult to show that gCorκ approaches gCor when the
kernel parameter σ approaches∞.
3 DEPENDENCE TESTS
We first present an unbiased estimator of the generalized
Gini distance covariance. Probabilistic bounds for large de-
viations of the empirical generalized Gini distance covari-
ance are then derived. These bounds lead directly to two
dependence tests. We also provide discussions on connec-
tions with the dependence test using generalized distance
covariance. Finally, asymptotic analysis of the test statistics
is presented.
3.1 Estimation
In Section 2.2, Gini distance covariance and Gini distance
correlation were introduced from an energy distance point
of view. An alternative interpretation based on Gini mean
difference was given in [19]. This definition yields simple
point estimators.
Let X ∈ Rq be a random variable from distribution
F . Let Y ∈ Y = {L1, · · · , LK} be a categorical random
variable with K values and Pr(Y = Lk) = pk ∈ (0, 1).
The conditional distribution of X given Y = Lk is Fk. Let
(X,X ′) and (Xk, Xk′) be independent pair variables from
F and Fk, respectively. The Gini distance covariance (3) and
Gini distance correlation (4) can be equivalently written as
gCov(X,Y ) = ∆−
K∑
k=1
pk∆k, (12)
gCor(X,Y ) =
∆−∑Kk=1 pk∆k
∆
, (13)
where ∆ = E|X −X ′|q and ∆k = E|Xk −Xk′|q are the
Gini mean difference (GMD) of F and Fk in Rq [25], [26],
2. Since any bounded translation and rotation invariant kernels can
be normalized to define a distance function with the maximum value
no greater than 1, the results in Section 2.3 and Section 3 hold for these
kernels as well.
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[39], respectively. This suggests that Gini distance covari-
ance is a measure of between-group variation and Gini
distance correlation is the ratio of between-group variation
and the total Gini variation. Replacing | · |q with dκ(·, ·) in
(12) and (13) yields the GMD version of (6) and (7).
Given an iid sample data D =
{(xi, yi) ∈ Rq × Y : i = 1, · · · , n}, let Ik be the index
set of sample points with yi = Lk. The probability pk is
estimated by the sample proportion of category k, i.e.,
pˆk =
nk
n where nk = |Ik| > 2. The point estimators of
the generalized Gini distance covariance and Gini distance
correlation for a given kernel κ are
gCovnκ := ∆ˆ−
K∑
k=1
pˆk∆ˆk, (14)
gCornκ :=
∆ˆ−∑Kk=1 pˆk∆ˆk
∆ˆ
, (15)
where
∆ˆk =
(
nk
2
)−1 ∑
i<j∈Ik
dκ(xi, xj), (16)
∆ˆ =
(
n
2
)−1∑
i<j
dκ(xi, xj). (17)
Theorem 3. The point estimator (14) of the generalized Gini
distance covariance is unbiased.
Proof. Clearly, ∆ˆk and ∆ˆ are unbiased because they are U-
statistics of size 2. Also pˆk∆ˆk is unbiased since E[pˆk∆ˆk] =
EE[pˆk∆ˆk|nk] = E[nkn ∆k] = pk∆k. This leads to the unbi-
asedness of gCovnκ .
3.2 Uniform Convergence Bounds
We derive two probabilistic inequalities, from which de-
pendence tests using point estimators (14) and (15) are
established.
Theorem 4. LetD = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rq × Y : i = 1, · · · , n} be an
iid sample of (X,Y ) and κ a Mercer kernel over Rq × Rq that
induces a distance function dκ(·, ·) with bounded range [0, 1).
For every  > 0,
Pr [gCovnκ − gCovκ(X,Y ) ≥ ] ≤ exp
(−n2
12.5
)
, and
Pr [gCovκ(X,Y )− gCovnκ ≥ ] ≤ exp
(−n2
12.5
)
.
Theorem 5. Under the condition of Theorem 4, for every  > 0
Pr[∆ˆ−∆ ≥ ] ≤ exp
(−n2
2
)
, and
Pr[∆− ∆ˆ ≥ ] ≤ exp
(−n2
2
)
.
Proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 are given in Ap-
pendix ??. Next we consider a dependence test based on
gCovnκ . Theorem 2 shows that gCovκ(X,Y ) = 0 mutually
implies that X and Y are independent. This suggests the
following null and alternative hypotheses:
H0 : gCovκ(X,Y ) = 0,
H1 : gCovκ(X,Y ) ≥ 2cn−t, c > 0 and t > 0.
The null hypothesis is rejected when gCovnκ ≥ cn−t where
c > 0 and t ∈ (0, 12). Next we establish upper bounds for
the Type I and Type II errors of the above dependence test.
Corollary 6. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, the following
inequalities hold for any c > 0 and t ∈ (0, 12):
Type I : Pr
[
gCovnκ ≥ cn−t|H0
] ≤ exp(−c2n1−2t
12.5
)
,
(18)
Type II : Pr
[
gCovnκ ≤ cn−t|H1
] ≤ exp(−c2n1−2t
12.5
)
.
(19)
Proof. Let  = cn−t. The Type I bound is immediate from
Theorem 4. The Type II bound is derived from the following
inequality and Theorem 4.
Pr
[
gCovnκ ≤ cn−t|H1
]
≤ Pr [cn−t − gCovnκ + gCovκ(X,Y )− 2cn−t ≥ 0|H1]
= Pr
[
gCovκ(X,Y )− gCovnκ ≥ cn−t|H1
]
.
A dependence test can also be performed using the
empirical Gini distance correlation under the above null and
alternative hypotheses with gCorκ replacing gCovκ. The
null hypothesis is rejected when gCornκ ≥ cn−t where c > 0
and t ∈ (0, 14). Type I and Type II bounds are presented as
below.
Corollary 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5
where additionally ∆ ≥ 2n−t, the following inequalities hold for
any c > 0 and t ∈ (0, 14):
Type I : Pr
[
gCornκ ≥ cn−t|H0
]
≤ exp
(
−c
2n1−4t
12.5
)
+ exp
(
−n
1−2t
2
)
, (20)
Type II : Pr
[
gCornκ ≤ cn−t|H1
] ≤ exp(−c2n1−2t
12.5
)
. (21)
Proof. From (15), we have
Pr
[
gCornκ ≥ cn−t|H0
]
≤ Pr
[
gCovnκ ≥ cn−2t OR ∆ˆ ≤ n−t|H0
]
≤ Pr [gCovnκ ≥ cn−2t|H0]+ Pr [∆ˆ ≤ n−t|H0]
≤ Pr [gCovnκ ≥ cn−2t|H0]+ Pr [∆− ∆ˆ ≥ n−t|H0] .
Let 1 = cn−2t and 2 = n−t. The Type I bound is derived
from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. The boundedness of dκ(·, ·)
implies that ∆ˆ < 1. Therefore,
Pr
[
gCornκ ≤ cn−t|H1
]
≤ Pr [gCovnκ ≤ cn−t|H1]
≤ Pr [gCovκ(X,Y )− gCovnκ ≥ cn−t|H2] .
Hence the Type II bound is given by Theorem 4 with  =
cn−t.
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3.3 Connections to Generalized Distance Covariance
In Section 2.3, generalized Gini distance covariance is re-
lated to generalized distance covariance through (11). Under
the conditions of Lemma 1, dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) = 0 if and
only if X and Y are independent. Hence dependence tests
similar to those in Section 3.2 can be developed using
empirical estimates of dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ). Next, we estab-
lish a result similar to Theorem 4 for generalized distance
covariance. We demonstrate that generalized Gini distance
covariance has a tighter probabilistic bound for large devia-
tions than its generalized distance covariance counterpart.
Using the unbiased estimator for distance covariance
developed in [74], we generalize it to an unbiased es-
timator for dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) defined in (8). Let D =
{(xi, yi) ∈ Rq × Rp : i = 1, · · · , n} be an iid sample from
the joint distribution of X and Y . Let A = (aij) be a
symmetric, n×n, centered kernel distance matrix of sample
x1, · · · , xn. The (i, j)-th entry of A is
Aij =
{
aij − 1n−2ai· − 1n−2a·j + 1(n−1)(n−2)a··, i 6= j;
0, i = j,
where aij = dκX (xi, xj), ai· =
∑n
j=1 aij , a·j =
∑n
i=1 aij ,
and a·· =
∑n
i,j=1 aij . Similarly, using dκY (yi, yj), a symmet-
ric, n × n, centered kernel distance matrix is calculated for
samples y1, · · · , yn and denoted by B = (bij). An unbiased
estimator of dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) is given as
dCovnκX ,κY =
1
n(n− 3)
∑
i6=j
AijBij . (22)
We have the following result on the concentration of
dCovnκX ,κY around dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ).
Theorem 8. Let D = {(xi, yi) ∈ Rq × Rp : i = 1, · · · , n}
be an iid sample of (X,Y ). Let κX : Rq × Rq → R and
κY : Rp × Rp → R be Mercer kernels. dκX (·, ·) and dκY (·, ·)
are distance functions induced by κX and κY , respectively. Both
distance functions have a bounded range [0, 1). For every  > 0,
Pr
[
dCovnκX ,κY − dCovκX ,κY (X,Y ) ≥ 
] ≤ exp(−n2
512
)
,
and
Pr
[
dCovκX ,κY (X,Y )− dCovnκX ,κY ≥ 
] ≤ exp(−n2
512
)
.
The proof is provided in Appendix ??. Note that the
above result is established for both X and Y being numer-
ical. When Y is categorical, it can be embedded into RK
using the set difference kernel (9). Therefore, in the follow-
ing discussion, we use the simpler notation introduced in
Lemma 1 where dCovκX ,κY is denoted by dCovκX .
The upper bounds for generalized Gini distance covari-
ance is clearly tighter than those for generalized distance
covariance. Replacing gCovκ(X,Y ) in H0 and H1 with
dCovκX (X,Y ), one may develop dependence tests parallel
to those in Section 3.2: reject the null hypothesis when
dCovnκX ≥ cn−t where c > 0 and t ∈
(
0, 12
)
. Upper bounds
on Type I and Type II errors can be established in a result
similar to Corollary 6 with the only difference being replac-
ing the constant 12.5 with 512. Hence the bounds on the
generalized Gini distance covariance based dependence test
are tighter than those on the generalized distance covariance
based dependence test.
To further compare the two dependence tests, we con-
sider the following null and alternative hypotheses:
H0 : S(X,Y ) = 0,
H1 : S(X,Y ) ≥ T , T > 0,
where S(X,Y ) = gCovκX (X,Y ) or dCovκX (X,Y ) with
the corresponding test statistics Sn = gCov
n
κX or dCov
n
κX ,
respectively. The null hypothesis is rejected when Sn ≥ τ
where 0 < τ ≤ T . Note that this test is more general
than the dependence test discussed in Section 3.2, which is
a special case with T = 2cn−t and τ = cn−t. Upper bounds
on Type I errors follow immediately from (18) by replacing
cn−t with τ . Type II error bounds, however, are more
difficult to derive due to the fact that τ = T would make
deviation nonexistent. Next, we take a different approach by
establishing which one of gCovnκX and dCov
n
κX is less likely
to underperform in terms of Type II errors.
Under the alternative hypothesis
H1
′ : dCovκX (X,Y ) ≥ T , T > 0,
we compare two dependence tests:
• accepting H1′ when gCovnκX ≥ τ , 0 < τ ≤ T ;
• accepting H1′ when dCovnκX ≥ τ , 0 < τ ≤ T .
We call that “gCovnκX underperforms dCov
n
κX” if and only
if
gCovnκX < τ ≤ dCovnκX ,
i.e., the dependence between X and Y is detected by
dCovnκX but not by gCov
n
κX . The following theorem demon-
strates an upper bound on the probability that gCovnκX
underperforms dCovnκX .
Theorem 9. UnderH1′ and conditions of Theorem 8, there exists
γ > 0 such that the following inequality holds for any T > 0 and
0 < τ ≤ T :
Pr
[
gCovnκX underperforms dCov
n
κX |H1′
]
≤ exp
(−nγ2
12.5
)
+ exp
(−nγ2
512
)
.
Proof. Lemma 1 implies that gCovκX (X,Y ) ≥
dCovκX (X,Y ) where the equality holds if and only if
both are 0, i.e., X and Y are independent. Therefore, under
H1
′, for any T > 0 and 0 < τ ≤ T , we define
γ =
gCovκX (X,Y )− dCovκX (X,Y )
2
> 0.
It follows that
Pr
[
gCovnκX underperforms dCov
n
κX |H1′
]
= Pr
[
gCovnκX < τ ≤ dCovnκX |H1′
]
≤ Pr [gCovnκX < dCovnκX |H1′]
≤ Pr [gCovκX (X,Y )− gCovnκX ≥ γ OR
dCovnκX − dCovκX (X,Y ) ≥ γ|H1′
]
≤ Pr [gCovκX (X,Y )− gCovnκX ≥ γ|H1′]
+ Pr
[
dCovnκX − dCovκX (X,Y ) ≥ γ|H1′
]
≤ exp
(−nγ2
12.5
)
+ exp
(−nγ2
512
)
where the last step is from Theorem 4 and Theorem 8.
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3.4 Asymptotic Analysis
We now present asymptotic distributions for the proposed
Gini covariance and Gini correlation.
Theorem 10. Assume E(d2κ(X,X ′)) <∞ and pk > 0 for k =
1, ...,K . Under dependence of X and Y , gCovnκX and gCor
n
κX
have the asymptotic normality property. That is,
√
n(gCovnκX − gCovκX (X,Y ))
D−→ N (0, σ2v), (23)
√
n(gCornκX − gCorκX(X,Y ))
D−→ N (0, σ
2
v
∆2
), (24)
where σ2v is given in the proof.
Under independence of X and Y , gCovnκX and gCor
n
κX
converge in distribution, respectively, according to
n(gCovnκX )
D−→
∞∑
l=1
λl(χ
2
1l − 1), (25)
n(gCornκX )
D−→ 1
∆
∞∑
l=1
λl(χ
2
1l − 1), (26)
where λ1, ... are non-negative constants dependent on F and
χ211, χ
2
12, ..., are independent χ
2
1 variates.
Note that the boundedness of the positive definite kernel
κ implies the condition of E(d2κ(X,X ′)) <∞.
Proof. We focus on a proof for the generalized Gini distance
covariance and results for the correlation follow immedi-
ately from Slutsky’s theorem [63] and the fact that ∆ˆ is a
consistent estimator of ∆.
Let g(x) = Edκ(x,X ′)−Edκ(X,X ′). With the U-statistic
theorem, we have
√
n(∆ˆ−∆) D−→ N(0, v2),
where v2 = 4Eg2(X) = 4
∑
k pkEg
2(Xk). Similarly, let
gk(x) = Edκ(x,X ′k) − Edκ(Xk, X ′k) for k = 1, 2, ...,K and
w2k = 4Egk(Xk)2. We have
√
nk(∆ˆk −∆k) D−→ N(0, w2k), for k = 1, 2, ...,K.
Since nk = npˆk → npk in probability, by Slutsky’s theorem
we are able to write this result as
√
n(∆ˆk −∆k) D−→ N(0, v2k), where v2k = w2k/pk.
Let Σ be the variance and covariance matrix for
g˜ = 2(g1(X1), ..., gK(XK), g(X))
T , where X = Xk with
probability pk. In other words, Σ = Eg˜g˜T . Denote
(∆ˆ1, ..., ∆ˆK , ∆ˆ)
T as δˆ and (∆1, ...,∆K ,∆)T as δ. From the
U-statistic theorem [33], we have
√
n(δˆ − δ) D−→ N(0,Σ).
Obviously, Σ has diagonal elements v21 , ..., v
2
K , v
2. Let b =
(−p1, ...,−pK , 1)T be the gradient vector of gCovκX (X,Y )
with respect to δ. Then σ2v = b
TΣb > 0 under the assump-
tion of dependence of X and Y , since
h(x) := bT g˜(x) = 2
∑
k
pk(g(xk)− gk(xk))
= 2
∑
k
pk(Edκ(xk, X)− Edκ(xk, Xk))− 2(∆−
∑
k
pk∆k)
6= 0
and σ2v =
∑
k pkE[h(Xk)
2]. In this case, by the Delta
method,
√
nbT (δˆ−δ) is asymptotically normally distributed
with 0 mean and variance σ2v . With the result of bˆ =
(−pˆ1, ...,−pˆK , 1)T being a consistent estimator of b and by
the Slutsky’s theorem, we have the same limiting normal
distribution for gCovnκX = bˆ
T
δˆ as that of bT δˆ. Therefore,
the result of (23) is proved.
However, under the independence assumption, σ2v = 0
because
h(x)
= 2
∑
k
pk(Edκ(xk, X)− Edκ(xk, Xk))− 2(∆−
∑
k
pk∆k)
≡ 0,
resulting from the same distribution of X and Xk. This
corresponds to the degenerate case of U-statistics and bT δˆ
has a mixture of χ2 distributions [60]. Hence the result of
(25) holds.
One way to use the results of (23) and (24) is to test
H0 based on the confidence interval approach. More specifi-
cally, an asymptotically (1−α)100% confidence interval for
gCovκX (X,Y ) is
gCovnκX (X,Y )± Z1−α/2
σˆ2v√
n
,
where σˆ2v is a consistent estimator of σ
2
v and Z1−α/2 is the
1 − α/2 quantile of the standard normal random variable.
If this interval does not contain 0, we can reject H0 at
significance level α/2. This test controls Type II error to be
α/2.
On the other hand, if a test to control Type I error is
preferred, we usually need to rely on a permutation test
rather than the results of (25) and (26) since λ’s depend
on the distribution F , which is unknown. Details of the
permutation test are in the next section.
4 AN ALGORITHMIC VIEW
Although the uniform convergence bounds for generalized
Gini distance covariance and generalized Gini distance
correlation in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 are established
upon the bounded kernel assumption, all the results also
hold for Gini distance covariance and Gini distance corre-
lation if the features are bounded. This is because when
the features are bounded, they can be normalized so that
supx,x′ |x− x′|q = 1.
The calculation of test statistics (14) and (15) requires
evaluating distances between all unique pairs of samples.
Its time complexity is therefore Θ(n2), where n is the
sample size. In the one dimension case, i.e., q = 1, Gini
distance statistics can be calculated in Θ(n log n) time [19] 3.
Note that distance covariance and distance correlation can
also be calculated in Θ(n log n) time [34]. Nevertheless, the
implementation for Gini distance statistics is much simpler
as it does not require the centering process.
Generalized Gini distance statistics are functions of the
kernel parameter σ. Figure 1(a) shows gCovnκ and gCor
n
κ
of X1 and Y1 for n = 2000. The numerical random vari-
able X1 is generate from a mixture of two dimensional
3. When the inner produce kernel κ(x, x′) = xT x′ is chosen, gener-
alized Gini distance statistics reduces to Gini distance statistics.
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normal distributions: N1 ∼ N
(
[1, 2]T ,diag[2, .5]
)
,N2 ∼
N ([−3,−5]T ,diag[1, 1]), and N3 ∼ N ([−1, 2]T ,diag[2, 2]).
The three components have equal mixing proportions. The
categorical variable Y1 ∈ {y1, y2, y3} is independent of X1.
The results in Figure 1(b) are calculated from X2 and Y2 for
n = 2000. The numerical random variable X2 is generated
by Ni if and only if Y2 = yi, i = 1, 2, 3. The categorical
distribution of Y2 is Pr(Y2 = yi) = 13 . It is clear that X2
and Y2 are dependent on each other. Figure 1 shows the
impact of kernel parameter σ on the estimated generalized
Gini distance covariance and Gini distance correlation. As
a result, this affects the Type I and Type II error bounds
given in Section 3.2. In this example, under H0 (or H1),
the minimum (or maximum) gCovnκ is achieved at σ
2 = 50
(or σ2 = 29). These extremes yield tightest bounds in (18)
and (19) 4. Note that gCovnκ is an unbiased estimate of
gCovκ. Although gCovκ can never be negative, gCov
n
κ can
be negative, especially under H0.
This example also suggests that in addition to the theo-
retical importance, the inequalities in (18) and (19) may be
directly applied to dependence tests. Given a desired bound
(or significance level), α, on Type I and Type II errors, we
call the value that determines whetherH0 should be rejected
(hence to accept H1) the critical value of the test statistic.
Based on (18) and (19), the critical value for gCovnκ, cv(α, n),
which is a function of α and the sample size n, is calculated
as
cv(α, n) =
√
12.5 log 1α
n
.
The three horizontal dashed lines in Figure 1(b) illustrate
the critical values for α = 0.01, α = 0.05, and α = 0.15,
respectively. The population Gini distance covariance esti-
mated using 20, 000 iid samples is not included in the figure
because of its closeness to gCovnκ. With a proper choice of
σ, H1 should be accepted based on the 2000 samples of
(X2, Y2) with both Type I and Type II errors no greater than
0.05. Note that we could not really accept H1 at the level
α = 0.01 because the estimated maximum gCovκ is around
0.28, which is smaller than 0.3393 (two times the critical
value at α = 0.01).
The above test, although simple, has two limitations:
• Choosing an optimal σ is still an open problem.
Numerical search is computationally expensive even
if it is in one dimension;
• The simplicity of the distribution free critical value
cv(α, n) comes with a price: it might not be tight
enough for many distributions, especially when n is
small.
Therefore, we apply permutation test [22], a commonly
used statistical tool for constructing sampling distributions,
to handle scenarios that the test based on cv(α, n) is not
feasible. We randomly shuffle the samples of X and keep
the samples of Y untouched. We expect the generalized
Gini distance statistics of the shuffled data should have
values close to 0 because the random permutation breaks
the dependence between samples of X and samples of Y .
4. The kernel parameter σ also affects the Type I and Type II error
bounds for gCornκ in (20) and (21). The Type I error bound for gCov
n
κ is
significantly tighter than that for gCornκ .
Repeating the random permutation many times, we may
estimate the critical value for a given significance level
α based on the statistics of the permuted data. A simple
approach is to use the percentile defined by α, e.g., when
α = 0.05 the critical value is 95-th percentile of the test
statistic of the permuted data. The null hypothesis H0 is
rejected when the test statistic is larger than the critical
value.
Figure 2 shows the permutation test results of data
generated from the same distributions used in Figure 1.
The plots on the top are gCovnκ and the critical values.
The plots at the bottom are gCornκ and the critical values.
Test statistics are calculated from 500 samples. The critical
values are estimated from 5000 random permutations at
α = 0.05. As illustrated in Figure 2(a), when X and Y
are independent, the permutation tests do not reject H0 at
significance level 0.05. Figure 2(b) shows that when X and
Y are dependent, H0 is rejected at significance level 0.05
by the permutation tests. It is interesting to note that the
decision to reject or accept H0 is not influenced by the value
of the kernel parameter σ. 5
5 EXPERIMENTS
We first compare Gini distance statistics with distance
statistics on artificial datasets where the dependent features
are known. We then provide comparisons on the MNIST
dataset, a breast cancer dataset and 15 UCI datasets. For
these real datasets, we also include Pearson R2 as a method
under comparison.
5.1 Simulation Results
In this experiment, we compare dependence tests using four
statistics, dCovnκ , dCor
n
κ , gCov
n
κ , and gCor
n
κ , on artificial
datasets. The data were generated from three distribution
families: normal, exponential, and Gamma distributions
under both H0 (X and Y are independent) and H1 (X
and Y are dependent). Given a distribution family, we first
randomly choose a distribution F0 and generate n iid sam-
ples of X . Samples of the categorical Y are then produced
independent ofX . Repeating the process, we create a total of
m independent datasets underH0. The test statistics of these
m independent datasets are used in calculating the critical
values for different Type I errors. In the dependent case,X is
produced by F =
∑K
k=1 pkFk, a mixture of K distributions
where K is the number of different values that Y takes,
pk is the probability that Y = yk, and Fk is a distribution
from the same family that yields the data under H0. The
dependence between X and Y is established by the data
generating process: a sample ofX is created by Fk if Y = yk.
The mixture model is randomly generated, i.e., pk and Fk
are both randomly chosen. For each Y = yk (k = 1, · · · ,K),
nk = n · pk iid samples of X are produced following Fk.
This results in one data set of size n =
∑K
k=1 nk under H1.
Following the same procedure, we obtain m independent
data sets under H1 each corresponding to a randomly
selected K-component mixture model F . The power of a
test statistic, defined as 1− Type II error, is then estimated
5. Although the decision to reject or accept H0 is not affected by σ,
the p-value of the test does vary with respect to σ.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Estimates of the generalized Gini distance covariance and generalized Gini distance correlation for different kernel
parameters using 2000 iid samples: (a) independent case; (b) dependent case. Three critical values are shown in (b). They
are calculated for significance levels 0.01, 0.05, and 0.15, respectively. In terms of the uniform convergence bounds, the
optimal value of the kernel parameter σ is defined by the minimizer (or maximizer) of the test statistics under H0 (or H1).
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Permutation tests of the generalized Gini distance covariance and generalized Gini distance correlation for different
kernel parameters using 200 iid samples and 5000 random permutations: (a) independent case; (b) dependent case. The 95
percentile curves define the critical values for α = 0.05. They are calculated from the permuted data. Test statistics higher
(lower) than the critical value suggest accepting H1 (H0).
using these m independent data sets under H1 and the
critical values computed from the m data sets under H0.
In our experiments, n = 100 and m = 10, 000. Table 1
summarizes the model parameters of the three distribution
families. I(·) is the indicator function. N (a, b) denotes the
normal distribution with mean a and standard deviation
b. U(a, b) denotes the uniform distribution over interval
[a, b]. A distribution (F0 or Fk) is randomly chosen via its
parameter(s). The unbiasedness of gCovnκ requires that there
are at least two data points for each value of Y . Therefore,
random proportions that do not meet this requirement are
removed.
Table 2 illustrates the performance of the four test statis-
TABLE 1: Models of Different Distribution Families
p(x|θ) θ
Normal 1√
2piσ2
e
− (x−µ)2
σ2 µ ∼ N (0, 5), σ ∼ U(0, 5)
Exponential λe−λxI(x ≥ 0) λ ∼ U(0, 5)
Gamma β
αxα−1e−βx
Γ(α)
I(x ≥ 0) α ∼ U(0, 10),β ∼ U(0, 10)
Proportions pk =
uk∑K
k=1 uk
, uk ∼ U(0, 1)
tics under different values of K for the three distribution
families with a fixed kernel parameter (σ2 = 10). Two
measures are computed from ROC: Power(α = 0.05) and
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Area Under Curve (AUC), where Power(α = 0.05) is calcu-
lated from ROC at Type I error is 0.05. Both measures have
values between 0 and 1 with a value closer to 1 indicating
better performance. The highest power and AUC among
the four test statistics are shown in bold and the second
highest are underlined. In this experiment, gCovnκ appears
to be the most competitive test statistics in terms of ROC
related measures at all values of K . In addition, both gCovnκ
and gCornκ outperform dCov
n
κ and dCor
n
κ in most of the
cases. We also tested the influence of σ2 and observed stable
results (figures are provided in supplementary materials).
5.2 The MNIST Dataset
We first tested feature selection methods using different test
statistics on the MNIST data. The advantage of using an im-
age dataset like MNIST is that we can visualize the selected
pixels. We expect useful/dependent pixels to appear in the
center part of the image. Some descriptions of the MNIST
data are listed in TABLE 3.
The 5 test statistics under comparisons are: Pearson R2,
dCovnκ , dCor
n
κ , gCov
n
κ , and gCor
n
κ . For each method, the
top k features were selected by ranking the test statistics in
descending order. Then the selected feature set was used to
train the same classifier and the test accuracies were com-
pared. The classifier used was a random forest consisting
of 100 trees. We used the training and test set provided by
[93] for training and testing. However, due to the size of
the training set, using all training samples to calculate Gini
and distance statistics is too time-consuming. Therefore, we
randomly selected 5000 samples from the training set to
calculate test statistics for all methods. For Gini and distance
statistics, each feature was standardized by subtracting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation. The kernel
parameter σ2 was set to be 10. Due to the randomness
involved in training random forest, each experiment was
repeated 10 times and the average test accuracy was used
for comparison.
The results of the MNIST data are summarized in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3(a) shows the test accuracies using the top k features
selected by different methods. Fig. 3(b) shows the test statis-
tics in descending order. Fig. 3(c) shows the visualization
of the selected pixels as white. From Fig. 3(a) we can see
the clear increasing trend in accuracy as more features are
selected, as expected. Among all methods, Pearson R2 per-
forms the poorest. This is because it is unable to select some
of the pixels in the center part of the image as dependent
features even with k = 600, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The
discrepancy in accuracy between Pearson R2 and the other
four test statistics comes from the ability of characterizing
non-linear dependence. The other four methods behave
similar except that gCornκ has significant higher accuracy
with k = 10 and lower accuracy with k = 50 than the other
three (dCovnκ , dCor
n
κ , and gCov
n
κ). Specifically, we expect
dCovnκ and gCov
n
κ to behave very similarly because MNIST
is a balanced dataset. Under the following two scenarios
dCovκ(X,Y ) and gCovκ(X,Y ) will give the same ranking
of the the features because their ratio is a constant (Remark
2.8 & 2.9 of [19]):
1) When the data is balanced, i.e., p1 = p2 = ... =
pK =
1
K , dCovκ(X,Y ) =
1
K gCovκ(X,Y );
2) When the data has only 2 classes, i.e., K = 2,
dCovκ(X,Y ) = 2p1p2gCovκ(X,Y ).
Hence, when n is sufficiently large, dCovnκ and gCov
n
κ will
have the same ranking for the features.
The difference between Gini and distance statistics is
more observable in the value range, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Both dCornκ and gCor
n
κ are bounded between 0 and 1,
but clearly gCornκ takes a much wider range than dCor
n
κ .
Therefore, gCornκ is a more sensitive measure of dependence
than dCornκ . gCov
n
κ is also more sensitive than dCov
n
κ as
shown both empirically in Fig. 3(b) and theoretically by (11).
5.3 The Breast Cancer Dataset
We then compared the 5 feature selection methods on a
gene selection task. The dataset used in this experiment was
the TCGA breast cancer microarray dataset from the UCSC
Xena database [94]. This data contains expression levels of
17278 genes from 506 patients and each patient has a breast
cancer subtype label (luminal A, luminal B, HER2-enriched,
or basal-like). PAM50 is a gene signature consisting of 50
genes derived from microarray data and is considered as
the gold-standard for breast cancer subtype prognosis and
prediction [95]. In this experiment, we randomly hold-out
20% as test data, used each method to select top k genes,
evaluate the classification performance and compare the
selected genes with the PAM50 gene signature. Because
this dataset has a relatively small sample size, all training
examples were used to calculate test statistics and train the
classifier, and we repeated each classification test 30 times.
Other experiment setups were kept the same as previous.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the
classification performance using selected top k genes using
different test statistics as well as using all PAM50 genes
(shown as a green dotted line). Note that the accuracy of
PAM50 is one averaged value from 30 runs. We plot it
as a line across the entire k range for easier comparison
with other methods. Among the 5 selection methods under
comparison, gCovnκ has the best overall performance, even
outperforms PAM50 with k = 30. This suggests that gCovnκ
is able to select a smaller number of genes and the prediction
is better than the gold standard. We also observe that gCornκ
outperforms PAM50 with k = 40 and k = 50. Pearson R2,
dCovnκ , and gCor
n
κ are not able to exceed PAM50 within
50 genes. Fig. 4(b) shows the number of PAM50 genes
appear in the top k selected genes for each selection method.
It is obvious to see that Pearson R2 selects the smallest
number of PAM50. Among the top 2000 genes selected by
Pearson R2, only half of the PAM50 gene are included.
Gini statistics are able to select more PAM50 genes than
distance statistics as k increases. The small ratio of PAM50
included in the selected genes by any method is because of
the high correlation between genes. PAM50 was derived by
not only selecting most subtype dependent genes, but also
less mutually dependent genes to obtain a smaller set of
genes for the same prediction accuracy. Even though any of
the selection methods under comparison does not take the
feature-feature dependence into consideration, both gCovnκ
and gCornκ are able to select a better gene set than PAM50
for classification.
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TABLE 2: Power (α = 0.05) and AUC.
Power AUC
dCovnκ dCor
n
κ gCov
n
κ gCor
n
κ dCov
n
κ dCor
n
κ gCov
n
κ gCor
n
κ
K = 3
Normal 0.977 0.976 0.984 0.979 0.994 0.993 0.995 0.994
Exponential 0.709 0.705 0.730 0.715 0.887 0.890 0.894 0.895
Gamma 0.971 0.972 0.979 0.976 0.991 0.992 0.993 0.993
K = 4
Normal 0.993 0.992 0.995 0.993 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.998
Exponential 0.779 0.769 0.799 0.781 0.922 0.922 0.928 0.927
Gamma 0.992 0.991 0.994 0.993 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998
K = 5
Normal 0.997 0.996 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.999
Exponential 0.821 0.809 0.839 0.818 0.940 0.939 0.947 0.944
Gamma 0.997 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.999
5.4 UCI Datasets
We further tested the 5 feature selection methods on a total
of 15 UCI datasets of classification tasks using numerical
features. The 15 datasets cover a wide range on both the
sample and feature set size. Specifically, we avoided binary-
class and balanced datasets because dCovnκ and gCov
n
κ give
the same ranking on these datasets when sufficient training
samples are given. For datasets without training and test
sets provided, we randomly hold out 20% as the test set.
The descriptions of these datasets used are summarized in
TABLE 3. For the MNIST and UJInddorLoc datasets, we
randomly selected 5000 samples from the training set to
calculate test statistics. For the remaining datsets, all training
samples were used. For each dataset, each method was used
to select top k features for training with three different
values of k. Each classification test was repeated 10 times.
Other experimental setups were kept the same as previously
described.
As we do not have the ground truth of the dependent
features for most of these datasets, only classification accu-
racy was used for evaluation. The average test accuracies
(from 10 runs) of the 5 methods under comparison with
different values of k on the 15 UCI datsets are summarized
in TABLE 4. Of the 5 methods, the highest accuracy is shown
in bold and the second highest one is underlined. The top
1 statistic is calculated by how many times a method is
shown in bold and the top 2 statistic is obtained by the total
number of times a method is shown in bold or underlined.
Among all methods, gCornκ appears 18 times as top 1 and 28
times in top 2, outperforming all other methods. The second
best method is dCovnκ , followed by gCov
n
κ and then dCor
n
κ .
Peasron R2 is still the worst, with only 8 times as top 1 and
14 time in top 2. Comparing TABLE 4 and Fig. 3(b), we see
no correlation between sensitivity and ranking performance
of test statistics. The ranking performance is data dependent
and gCornκ performances better on average.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a feature selection framework based on
a new dependence measure between a numerical feature
X and a categorical label Y using generalized Gini dis-
tance statistics: Gini distance covariacne gCov(X,Y ) and
Gini distance correlation gCor(X,Y ). We presented estima-
tors of gCov(X,Y ) and gCor(X,Y ) using n iid samples,
i.e., gCovnκ and gCor
n
κ , and derived uniform convergence
bounds. We showed that gCovnκ converge faster than its
distance statistic counterpart dCovnκ , and the probability of
TABLE 3: Data Sets Summary
Data Set Train Size Test Size Features Classes
MNIST 60000 10000 784 10
Breast Cancer 413 103 17278 5
Gene Expression 641 160 20531 5
Gastro Lesions 61 15 1396 3
Satellite 4435 2000 36 6
Ecoli 269 67 7 8
Glass 171 43 9 6
Urban Land 168 507 147 9
Wine 142 36 13 3
Anuran Calls 5756 1439 22 4
Breast Tissue 85 21 9 4
Cardiotocography 1701 425 21 10
Leaf 272 68 14 30
Mice Protein Exp 864 216 77 8
HAR 4252 1492 561 6
UJIndoorLoc 19937 1111 520 13
Forest Types 198 325 27 4
gCovnκ under-performing dCov
n
κ in Type II error decreases
to 0 exponentially as the sample size increases. gCovnκ and
gCornκ are also simpler to calculate than dCov
n
κ and dCor
n
κ .
Extensive experiments were performed to compare gCovnκ
and gCornκ with other dependence measures in feature
selection tasks using artifical and real datasets, including
MNIST, breast cancer and 15 UCI datsets. For simulated
datasets, gCovnκ and gCor
n
κ perform better in terms of power
and AUC. For real datasets, on average, gCovnκ and gCor
n
κ
are able to select more meaningful features and have better
classification performances.
The proposed feature selection method using general-
ized Gini distance statistics have several limitations:
• Choosing an optimal σ is still an open problem.
In our experiments we used σ2 = 10 after data
standardization;
• The computation cost for gCovnκ and gCor
n
κ is O(n
2),
which is same as dCovnκ and dCor
n
κ , but more expen-
sive than Pearson R2 which takes linear time. For
large datasets, a sampling of data is desired.
• Features selected by Gini distance statistics, as well
as other dependence measure based methods, can be
redundant, hence a subsequent feature elimination
may be needed for the sake of feature subset selec-
tion.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 3: The MNIST dataset. (a) Test accuracy using the top k selected features. (b) Test statistics of features in descending
order. (c) Visualization of the top k pixels selected. White: selected. Black: not selected. Test accuracy using the selected
pixels is labeled on the top of each image.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
This document presents the effect of the kernel parameter
σ on performance of the four test statistics under different
values of K for three distribution families, as shown in
Figure S1. The performance of each method becomes more
insensitive to σ as σ increases and a larger σ is more
favorable. The relative performances of the four methods
are barely affected by the choice of σ.
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(a) K = 3
(b) K = 4
(c) K = 5
Fig. S1: Power of test statistics at 0.05 Type I error and AUC. Left: Normal distribution family, Middle: Exponential
distribution family, Right: Gamma distribution family.
